1. Why are the command buttons disabled and enabled inside the events cmdExample1 and cmdExample2?
   To prevent the user triggering off another loop while the first is still running.

2. What does the ‘Val()’ function do? Why is it needed?
   Converts strings to numbers. An error can occur if the computer tries to add string values.

3. Write code that uses an Input Box to ask the user’s name. The input value should be displayed in a label named ‘lblUserName’.
   
   ```
   lblUsername.caption = InputBox("What's your name?", "Enter Name", "Fred")
   ```

4. Which line in the recursive procedure ‘ADDNUMBERS’ performs the vital test to see if the procedure is recursively called again?
   ```
   If x < y Then
   ```

5. What is the meaning of ‘Timer’?
   It is a reserved Visual Basic word that returns the number of seconds since midnight

6. What is the parameter variable in the ‘Delay’ procedure called? What datatype is it?
   ```
   Wait - Single Datatype (decimal)
   ```

7. What are the parameter variables in the ‘AddNumbers’ procedure called? What datatype are they?
   ```
   x, y, z - Variant Datatype (default if none is declared)
   ```